


Can Bordoy Grand House & Garden is an eclectic and historical hotel with a special focus

on art, architecture and design. It occupies a singular building in the cultural La Lonja

district in Palma de Mallorca, and is home to the largest private garden in the city centre.

This revived part of Mallorca’s cultural fabric is a 5-star superior hotel set in a timeless

building that was originally built in medieval times. Adorned with gothic relics, marble

tiling, baroque mirrors and velvet curtains, the hotel is also firmly connected to the

present through tasteful contemporary and modern design.

Step into a romantic
hideaway



From business to pleasure,

passing through a combination

of both. Rest between luxury

and simplicity. Our cosy 30m2

room stands out for integrating

all the elements that make Can

Bordoy Grand House & Garden

a unique hotel. 

T R A V E L E R  S U I T E

A superior level of comfort

and a sophisticated

environment for the selective

traveler. Luxury, light,

elegance and space in 35m2.

Wake up with views of the

charming interior patio of our

house or the Old Town of

Palma. 

J U N I O R  S U I T E

Elegance and great luxury

under an aura of romance. The

superlative composition of the

45m2 Deluxe Suite offers the

guest the experience of waking

up to an authentic work of art

and style. The high ceilings of

this suite evoke the

architectural style of 16th

century Majorcan houses.

D E L U X E  S U I T E

Rest wrapped in velvet in a

palatial 55m2 suite of great

luxury. An impressive velvet

sliding curtain in most suites

surrounds the beds to offer

guests a cozy feeling of

privacy and warmth. Enjoy

the achievement of turning a

space into the setting of an

unforgettable story.

P R E M I U M  S U I T E

Touching the Mediterranean

sky. 

Located on the third floor of

the hotel, this is how the

privileged guests of this 120m2

suite feel, an elegant private

terrace that occupies 70m2

with views to the majestic

Gothic Cathedral, the old town

of Palma de Mallorca and the

lush hotel garden.

 

S K Y  S U I T E

The jewel of our great house

is 80m2 and elevates great

luxury to the category of

grandeur. It will take your

breath away. Staying in one of

our Grand Suites is a vital

experience. The most glorious

luxury awaits you in this suite

with its impressive windows

overlooking the lush garden,

its striking mirrors that turn

into spectacular cinema

screen televisions.

G R A N D  S U I T E

· Wifi

· Laptop sized safe with electric outlet

· Rain shower

· Radio programming with 3 channels

· Customized Extra-large King-Sized bed

·.Adjustable mattress firmness

· VIP toiletries & cosmetics

· Japanese Smart toilet

· Terrace suites available on request

· Electric fireplace in selected suites

· Walk-in closet in selected suites

· Mirror TVs in selected suites

· Designer furnitures and appliances

· Pillow menu

· Digital directory through Suitepad

F E A T U R E S

· Concierge service

· All-day a la carte breakfast with 

· Evening turn down service

· Valet service (7:00 – 23:00)

· Guest only heated garden pool & 

· VIP access to the SPA

· In-room complimentary minibar in           

· Room service 24h

· Maxi Bar 

· Wifi

B E N E F I T S

organic local products (7:00 – 23:00)

selected suites

Whirlpool



The Garden

The 16th century building has

had a loving restoration and

renovation and is surrounded by

a lush verdant garden – the

largest private garden in the city

centre of more than 600m2,

complete with a heated

swimming pool.

The surrounding terrace offers

sun or shade, where one can

simply relax, sip a cocktail, or

read a book while being

accompanied by bird song.

The Rooftop

The rooftop terrace provides an alternative plunge pool and

loungers as well as intimate views of the neighbourhood and

luxuriant gardens. In the evening one can watch the swallows at

dusk as the sun sets over the city.

The SPA

Can Bordoy’s spa is designed to be a sanctuary of well-being,

intertwining with the garden and harnessing its natural

elements to create an immersive experience to balance mind,

body and soul. The original natural stone walls dated from the

XII century and dimly illuminated by dozens of candels, are

fused with the natural wellness found in SCENS Organic &

Vegan products, along with the world’s leading beauty brand:

Swiss Perfection. Can Bordoy Boutique SPA is the only

Dornbracht Point of experience of Spain.



Restaurant Botànic offers a new plant forward gastronomy –

a healthy food concept with vibrant and seductive flavours in

the world of green cuisine. It houses dishes that take their

inspiration from around the world in a vegetable forward

menu. While elevating plant-based dishes to an entirely new

level, the menu reserves a role for both fish and meat

options. Although dishes are globally inspired, KM-0

(kilometre zero) ingredients are used in their creation.

The first meal of the day should never

be a culinary afterthought or a quick

moment to fuel up for the day. That is

why we offer an exquisitely prepared

breakfast so as to start the day in

pleasant company around a

delightfully laden table.

Our bar offers a fine selection of

spirits , from the high end ones to the

most popular. We go from

homemade whiskey blends, to Irish

and Japanese ones. We offer a wide

selection of gins going from local

distilleries (Palma distillery) to Asian

ones (Iron Balls). Apart from that we

proudly serve Dominican republic

Rhum (Brugal selection) and lots of

other fine liqueurs from all over the

world as well as from the island.

Botànic All-Day Breakfast

Our Bar

Location

Forn de la Glória 14 · 07012 Palma de Mallorca

Baleares, Spain

+34 871 871 202

canbordoy.com

tel:+34871871202



